The other link among these authors is that we have all met -and keep meeting each other -at various workshops and conferences at the European Academy of Business in Society (EABIS), which has provided a fruitful environment for collaboration between business scholars and corporate managers. Although the work so far is primarily dominated by scholars and managers based in Europe, there is an opening towards the rest of world. In the book this opening is reflected by a few authors based in the US and one in New Zealand.
Responding to an invitation for the latest thinking on the corporation and the nature of its responsibilities, numerous papers were received from which seventeen were ultimately selected for publication. The papers have been grouped into four sections: Part I, theories and perspectives; Part II, reporting and regulating; Part III, actions and challenges; and Part IV, questions and perspectives. The opening contribution by Ed Freeman and Ramakrishna Velamuri argues that a concern with CSR is the emergence of a 'separation mentality', positioning apart concerns of business from those of society, community development and ethical application. Their argument is that the separation thesis has become deeply embedded in western society, labelling capitalism as an undesired and exploitative vehicle of wealth creation. The way forward is to adopt a stakeholder philosophy focusing on how communal, in parallel to financial value, can be generated. From 'Don't write off capitalism', and 'Don't write off CSR just yet', is the theme adopted by Chris Marsden, Amnesty International UK (Chapter 2). Recognising that CSR faces considerable criticism from the political perspective which says that, government should intervene more and also that CSR wastes corporate resources, Chris Marsden argues that CSR provides the basis for a system of sustainable market governance. Taken from the perspective of NGOs, the paper evaluates the challenges and potential of corporate responsibility as a vehicle for societal enhancement. It is concluded that the true value of corporate responsibility has not been realised and should be seen as an emerging field of inquiry. The value theme is continued in Chapter 3 with Steen Thomsen who links corporate values, corporate behaviour and corporate governance. CSR and corporate values are viewed as an outcome of the corporate governance mechanisms in operation. With this in mind, the paper identifies a framework for providing explanation of how corporate values are determined by the interplay of key corporate governance levers, namely, models of ownership, board structure and stakeholder involvement. The examination of values, of corporateness and societal responsibilities continues in Chapter 4 through Nada Kakabadse's and Cécile Rozuel's exploration of who is responsible and who should govern environmental development and protection. Conscious of present day environmental degradation, the issue of responsibility is explored from a Liberal, Marxian and Realist perspective. From such analysis, a governance model integrating the three critical viewpoints is pro-
